NEW MACK INTERIOR

COMMAND
THE ROAD
IN TOTAL
COMFORT

Mack gives drivers complete confidence and control in the cockpit. Designed for
whatever the road demands, the new driver environment delivers the comfort, safety
and focus drivers need to deliver loads on time and get the job done. Built around
the way work gets done on the road and with 35% more space, the new sleeper
keeps drivers well-rested, comfortable and ready for even the toughest jobs.
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NEW MACK INTERIOR
NEW DRIVER ENVIRONMENT*
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1.

Flat-bottom steering wheel for
easier entry/exit and dash visibility.

2.

Illuminated automotive-style
controls.

3.

4 optional auxiliary gauges.

4.

mDRIVE™ controls intuitively
placed for easy access.

5.

Tough, laser-etched rocker
switches.

6.

Digital-analog gauges combine
precision with familiarity.

7.

5” full-color Mack® Co-Pilot™
digital display for enhanced
visibility.

8.

Light control module with
automotive style.

9.

Power window, lock and mirror
controls.

1.

Sleeper Control Panel with power
outlets, USB ports, stereo, lights
and HVAC controls.

2.

Premium quality mattress
designed with pocket springs for
total body support.

3.

Oscillating fan for light air flow.

4.

Sleeper window with selfcontained bug screen and built-in
blockout shade.

5.

LED bunk task light, reading light
and overhead light.

6.

Speakers with improved acoustics.

7.

High quality cabinets providing
108L of storage.

8.

Easy access to locker boxes from
inside the cab.

9.

Optional 36L underbunk fridge/
freezer.

*Available in all Mack models.

NEW 36-INCH STAND-UP SLEEPER ENVIRONMENT^
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^Available in Anthem, Trident, Super-Liner and Titan 36-inch sleeper models.
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